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As industrial civilization remains, industrial buildings represent the most 
advanced productivity in an era. Also, it represents people’s infinite enthusiasm with 
urban construction. As "low carbon civilization" appears, how the place that 
represents people’s past innumerable memories transforms to reintegrate into urban 
development to promote resource recycling to the uttermost, becomes the focus of the 
social concern. Therefore, this thesis will explore the possible combination of the old 
industrial buildings renovation with urban economy, culture and life under the context 
of low carbon. At the time of revealing the old industrial buildings culture, it also 
spreads the concept of regional culture. 
Firstly, this thesis attempts to start with "low carbon"– currently, the hottest topic 
about environmental protection. By analyzing changes that low carbon civilization 
brought to the economy, culture and life, it discusses that "low carbon" is not blindly 
pursuing trend, but a gradual process. On this basis, this thesis expounds the 
systematic features of architecture and people's aesthetic orientation in low carbon 
era. 
Secondly, combining with examples, this thesis analyzes the general expression 
of regionality from natural, cultural and technical level. And it expatiates the relevant 
theoretical basis of old industrial buildings renovation. Then, based on the renovation 
of regional expression, the regional style of old industrial buildings renovation is 
divided into three categories, that is, recovery of tradition, development of tradition 
and reinterpretation of tradition. In addition, this thesis uses the relevant cases to 
interpret the views. 
Finally, combined with the content of the above analysis, this thesis puts forward 
an idea about the old industrial buildings renovation. And it puts forward related 
strategy of old industrial buildings renovation from aspects of regional style, design 















this thesis discusses about shaping regional place feeling of old industrial buildings 
space and the expressions of old industrial buildings skin penetrating into urban 
interface from cultural level. And it discusses the active and passive technology 
expressions of old industrial buildings renovation combining with regional climate 
from technical level. To clearly present the views about regional expressions in the 
thesis, related cases analysis is included. 
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